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Since every active perversion is accompanied by its
passive equivalent, the sadistic side of her nature
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inviolated self of the other, for in their sensual
contact both are said to have discovered a "sensual real
ity" of"real otherness." These quotes are from p.359 	 —
and 361, WOMEN IN LOVE.

Pritchard calls Gudrun the "belle dame sans
merci" out of his feeling that Gudrun's perversion is
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run who laughs "a silvery little mockery", her voice
"crooning and witch-like." Her suffering escapes him.
See his D.H.LAWRENCE:BODY OF DARKNESS, pp.88-94.



WL, p.370. Gudrun's emphatic insistence that

Gerald respect some limit in their relationship re-

minds us of the necessity for a rigid control of the

	

symbiotic bond postulated by Bleger; 	 this control can
only be maintained if each partner does not penetrate

	

into the kind of world that this new 	 bond has made
possible for them both. We will see that as long as
Gerald heeds Gudrun's order to keep distance in their
relation - respect the pact - Gudrun	 will not want to

	

break the bond, and will not use her	 repressed sadism
against him.
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We know that Gudrun has regressed because at the end of
the book she has become totally detached from the ex-
ternal world: she seeks refuge with Loerke in "the
suggestion of primitive art" - "Art and Life were to
them the Reality and the Unreality" - and in the
obscene religious mystery of ultimate reduction... of
diabolic reducing down..." "The world was finished now,
for her." The quotes given in this footnote are from
pages 504 and 508, WOMEN IN LOVE.

D.H.LAWRENZTAND—TRE—ATW WORLD (New York,1971),
p.76.

Ibid., p.76.
Md., p.76. Though Cavitch	 does not illustrate

his hyputhiliTithe unpublished PROLOGUE to Women in Love
supports him strongly. As Sanders has shown in his
analysis of WOMEN IN LOVE, both Gudrun and Birkin of the
PROLOGUE are attracted to Gerald's "clear northern
flesh" and to the "maleness" which the men "in the street"
display; both are artists compelled to sample the
Bohemian life; both are restless and misanthropic; both
have homoerotic tendencies; both love Ursula. Also the
FOREWORD to WOMEN IN LOVE supports Cavitch: "This novel
pretends only to be a record of the writer's own desires,

	

aspirations, struggles; in a word, a	 record of the

	

profoundest experience in the self." 	 As a matter of
fact Gudrun's story mirrors that of Lawrence's. Yet
since we believe that Lawrence has managed to give his
book ;aseparate life of its own we have chosen not to
see Lawrence's art as disease. We will call on Lawrence's

	

problems only to explain an artistic	 flaw. See page
18 above.
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